Understanding seizure formation and spread remains a critical goal of epilepsy research. While 1 many studies have documented seizure spread, it remains mysterious how they start. We used 2 fast in-vivo two-photon calcium imaging to reconstruct, at cellular resolution, the dynamics of 3 focal cortical seizures as they emerge in epileptic foci (intrafocal), and subsequently propagate 4 (extrafocal). We find that seizures start as intrafocal coactivation of small numbers of neurons 5 (ensembles), which are electrographically silent. These silent "microseizures" expand saltatorily 6 until they break into neighboring cortex, where they progress smoothly and first become 7 detectable by LFP. Surprisingly, we find spatially heterogeneous calcium dynamics of local PV 8 interneuron sub-populations, which rules out a simple role of inhibitory neurons during seizures. 9
Introduction 13
Understanding the properties of seizure-producing cortical circuits ("ictal networks") may enable 14 more efficient seizure control. Epileptic discharges are thought to emerge at locally confined 15 epileptic foci, from where they can secondarily spread across the brain. Although because cortical circuits are complex in terms of cell types and connectivity, it is likely that the 21 contribution of individual cell types to seizure progression could differ depending on their 22
location. Yet to date, little is known about the local neural sub-population dynamics within ictal 23 networks (Muldoon et al., 2015; Neumann et al., 2017) . However, an understanding of how 24 exactly seizures progress from micro-to macroscale in the intact brain may hold critical new 25 clues on how to stop their expansion. 26
Due mostly to technical limitations, our knowledge about the precise dynamics of local brain 27 networks in and outside such foci is still scarce. Recent technologies have enabled more fine-28 scaled studies of these dynamics leading for example to the identification of micro-epileptic 29 discharges ("microseizures") (Goldensohn, 1975 where spatially confined epileptic discharges secondarily spread into otherwise functionally 89 intact brain tissue (Milton et al., 2007) . Moreover, unlike disinhibitory chemoconvulsants like 90 picrotoxin or bicuculline, 4-AP leaves inhibitory circuits intact, and elicits electrographic and 91 behavioral phenomena that are similar to seizures in chronic epilepsy (Avoli et al., 2002; Szente 92 and Pongracz, 1979) . Instead of addressing a specific disease pathway but rather considering 93 epileptic seizures as a phenomenon shared by many neurological disorders and even the 94 healthy brain, our model focused on understanding the phenomena of epileptic states (Jirsa et 95 al., 2014) . 96 97
Two-photon calcium imaging of ictal foci in vivo
Two experimental setups were employed: either a craniotomy for imaging within the propagation 99 area or a craniotomy combined with adjacently thinned skull for intra-focal imaging (Fig. 1 A) . In 100 both setups, imaging was carried out in layers 2/3 (L2/3, ~150 µm beneath the cortical surface) 101 of mouse primary somatosensory cortex. The experimental workflow is depicted in Figure 1 B. 102
For LFP measurements, which served as a gross indicator and additional confirmation of 103 epileptic activity within the investigated cortical territory, a sharp glass microelectrode was 104 carefully lowered into the cortex close by the imaged area. For induction of ictal events, a 105 second glass micropipette containing 4-AP (total amount delivered = 7,5nmol) was slowly 106 advanced to a cortical depth of ∼480 µm. The tip of the 4-AP pipette was either positioned at a 107 distance of ∼1,5-2 mm caudally to the field of view (propagation area) or directly underneath the 108 imaged area (initiation site). During baseline conditions, local populations in L2/3 in the epileptic 109 focus displayed ongoing sparse and distributed calcium activity ( ictal invasion happened in a wave of burst neuronal firing continuously advancing across the 113 field of view (suppl. movie 1). The temporal imaging resolution of 30Hz was sufficient to capture 114 individual cell recruitment to ictal activity (Fig. 1 E) . To better understand this recruitment, we 115 focused on the immediate pre-ictal and early intra-ictal cell recruitment (time window 45 116 seconds prior to and 10 seconds into individual seizures), since this window represents a critical 117 time for potential therapeutic interventions. In order to systematically investigate general 118 temporal characteristics of seizure progression, we analyzed the activity of all neurons in the 119 field of view that showed visible calcium transients during epileptic activity and whose somata 120 could be followed across the entire experiment. Individual cell recruitment time-points to ictal 121 activity were derived by calculating the first discrete derivative (slope) of the fluorescent traces 122 assuming that the steepest rise in fluorescence correlates best with maximal recruitment to 123 seizure activity (Badea et al., 2001; Trevelyan et al., 2006; Wenzel et al., 2017) . 124
125

Seizure initiation and propagation areas display differential spatiotemporal activity 126
In the propagation area, electrographic seizures and calcium transients corresponded well and 127 neurons in the propagation area were recruited in a continuous fashion (Fig. 2 A, Fig. 2 
2017). 136
The seizure initiation site, however, displayed strikingly different activity patterns (Figure 2 C) . 137
Unlike the surrounding cortex, we observed locally restricted, pronounced pre-ictal bursts of 138 calcium activity, sometimes long before electrographic seizure onset (Fig. 2 C (Bragin et al., 2000) . Consequently, the terms "ictal" and "pre-ictal" become 143 somewhat blurred so we refer to the seizure onset as the electrographic (LFP) seizure onset. 144
Moreover, neurons within the epileptic focus were recruited in a stepwise pattern (Fig. 2 D top) . 145
Indeed, when we superimposed all imaged intrafocal neuronal activity around the 50%recruitment frame, a heterogeneous pattern emerged from highly variable individual recruitment 147 graphs (Fig. 2 D We compared the spatiotemporal maps of successive seizures between the propagation area 154 and the seizure initiation site and found that both territories followed differential trajectories 155 during ictal progression. Within the propagation area, ictal expansion followed a linear path 156 (Figure, 2 G and H, suppl. movie 1), whereas in the initiation site, it was multi-directional ( to ii) the variance of the distance to the spatial mean of all cells (Suppl. Fig. 1 C) . The analysis 164 yielded significant differences between distributions, with bivariate F-values for all experiments 165 in the propagation area (F = 12,67, 11,64, 41,22; all p < 0,001) and in the epileptic focus (F = 166 22,15, 4,02, 3,43; p = 1,4x10-9, 0,0145, 0,024) ( Fig. 2 H and I) . 167
Taken together, we find a saltatory, multi-directional micro-epileptic seizure expansion within the 168 epileptic focus followed by a smooth, more linear invasion of surround cortex. Within the 169 epileptic focus, spatially restricted synchronizations occur up to dozens of seconds prior to 170 electrographic seizure onset, with highly variable, temporally stretched neural recruitment timecourses. In stark contrast, in the surround cortex, pre-ictal activity is low and ictal recruitment 172 occurs only during full electrographic seizures. Despite differential recruitment time courses and 173 spatiotemporal trajectories, the relative spatiotemporal activity patterns are consistent across 174 seizures in both intrafocal and extrafocal compartments. 175 176
Pre-ictal subnetwork compartmentalization and critical state transitions 177
The differential intrafocal and surround sub-network activity before electrographic seizure onset 178 prompted us to further investigate the mechanisms underlying these pre-ictal population 179 dynamics. To this end, we analyzed neuronal correlations in the calcium imaging data by 180 applying principal components analysis (PCA; materials and methods) to 40-second pre-seizure 181 periods. PCA weights were calculated within an experiment across all seizures and applied in 182 time to simplify the "state-space" of multidimensional population activity occurring before and 183 during seizure onset ( Fig. 3 A and B) . We found a multitude of substantial pre-ictal network state 184 trajectories ( Fig. 3 A, gray scale) within the epileptic focus prior to seizure onset (green). Indeed, 185 compared to the pre-ictal network activity in surrounding cortex (Fig. 3 B, 2017), these sequential PV calcium dynamics were conserved across seizures (Fig. 4 E) . Finally, we went on to image sub-population dynamics within the epileptic focus (Fig. 5 A, suppl . 248 movie 4). Consistent with our results in the propagation area, PVs showed less population 249 average calcium activity than non-PVs at baseline (Fig. 5 B left) . Yet, by contrast, after 4-AP 250 injection, this relationship was not inverted in the 40 seconds before seizure onset (Fig. 5 B  251 right). We also did not encounter an increased percentage of intrafocal PVs among the neurons 252 displaying highest calcium activity during the pre-ictal period. This does not indicate that intra-253 focal PVs were less active but, rather, that they were confronted with enhanced local firing of 254 non-PV cells (Fig. 5 C) . Like in the propagation area, we found diverse local recruitment of PVs 255 to ictal activity (Fig. 5 D, arrowheads) . During intra-focal micro-epileptic progression, we 256 whose location is precisely defined. We used fast calcium imaging to study cortical circuit 274 activity within the epileptic focus and in primarily unperturbed surround cortex during secondary 275 seizure spread. 276
We find intra-focal synchronization of neuronal populations that occurs before electrographic 277 seizure detection (Figure 2 ). These coactive neuronal ensembles likely correspond to the 278 microseizures described in human recordings (Goldensohn, 1975 2008). However, it has been difficult to definitely prove this hypothesis using MEAs, due to their 283 sparse sampling of cortical circuits. Indeed, common MEAs used in humans cover a cortical 284 area of 4x4 mm and contain 96 electrodes spaced 400 µm apart. Since the seizure initiation site 285 can be as small as 0.04 mm 3 and the exact locus of the seizure onset zone is usually poorly 286 mapped in human patients or animal models of chronic epilepsy, full temporal seizure evolution 287 is likely missed (Schevon et al., 2008) . Our experiments, using an imaging method where we 288 can monitor the activity of every neuron in the field of view, are consistent with the hypothesis 289 that microepileptic activity is a prerequisite of seizures, as in our data ictal events were always 290 reliably preceded by pre-ictal micro-epileptic build-up within the epileptic focus. 291
Our imaging approach further enabled us to map seizure progression from its earliest time point 292 in the intact brain. We observed differential modes of spatiotemporal intrafocal progression 293 during microseizures in comparison to ictal invasion of neighboring cortex during electrographic 294 seizures. Inside the epileptic focus, we find a saltatory (i.e. "stepwise", "modular" or 295 "discontinuous") expansion of ictal activity. These saltatory patterns are different to those 296 pre-ictal sub-network dynamics within intra-and extrafocal cortical compartments. We show 338 that, while the seizure initiation site is experiencing a buildup of activity with locally restrained 339 population bursts, the activity in the surround cortex drops below baseline levels, with 340 simultaneously enhanced calcium dynamics of local PV populations. This is in line with previous 341 literature that suggests that feedforward inhibition, driven by the ictal core via short-and long-342 range axonal projections, could place areas ahead of the ictal wavefront into an "ictal penumbra 343 state" (Schevon et al., 2012; Trevelyan et al., 2007) . This penumbra state seems to be present 344 even at large distances to the focus during ongoing local seizure activity (Liou, 2018) . Based onthis, our result of enhanced PV population activity in cortex nearby the epileptic focus could 346 account for the ictal progression we observe. The level of inhibition needed to restrain 347 pathologically high levels of excitatory synaptic inputs into surround cortex prior to seizure 348 generalization is presumably lower than in the epileptic focus itself. Thus, driven by the ongoing 349 ictal buildup within the epileptic focus, PVs in surround cortex could suppress local network 350 activity (which is what we observe in the propagation area), but thereby also slowly start an 351 eventually detrimental process that has taken place already within the epileptic focus before 352 seizure spread. This process could be driven by compartmentalized (e.g. epileptic focus versus What was surprising to us was that while temporal sequences of PV interneuron recruitment 389 were reliable across seizures, their spatial recruitment on a single cell level was much more 390 heterogeneous than previously thought. At times, immediately neighboring PVs (inter-cell 391 distance < 20 µm) showed completely different temporal activation. This uncovers that below 392 population level analysis (which relates to the average behavior of a group of cells), the PV sub-393 family does not activate homogeneously ahead of the traveling ictal wavefront. Instead, local 394 ictal PV activity patterns are spatially diverse, potentially due to differential PV subtype 395 connectivity patterns within this sub-family. 396
In summary, we provide novel insights into the microcircuit dynamics during across seizure 398 evolution from its earliest time point in vivo. Our experiments help unify previously contrasting 399 results on modes of ictal progression and show that ictal PV population dynamics in both 400 surround and intrafocal regions are more diverse than previously thought. Future work on 401 inhibitory, and dis-inhibitory activity at the microcircuit level within precisely defined locations 402 across the epileptic network will aid in the development of more targeted and efficient future 403 therapeutic routes. inhibition has failed to restrain epileptic activity. This expansion happens in the absence of an 548 ictal LFP signature. Once a local threshold is reached (whose nature remains unclear),microseizures start spreading into neighboring territories outside the epileptic focus during 550 electrographically detectable seizures, in a continuous fashion. Prior to this macro-epileptic 551 expansion during electrographic seizures, little population activity can be detected in surround 552 cortex, as opposed to intrafocal territories. This is due to increased feed-forward inhibition in 553 extrafocal areas that is driven by pathological microepileptic activity inside the epileptic focus. 554
Thus, seizure progression consists of consecutive steps, and may display differential 555 spatiotemporal local network and sub-population dynamics highly depending on the localization 556 of recording. 557
Methods 558
All experiments were performed with care and in compliance with the Columbia University 559 institutional animal care guidelines. Experiments were carried out on either C57BL/6 wild type 560 mice or PV-Cre::LSL-tdTomato mice at postnatal age of 1-3 months. Animals were never used 561 for previous or subsequent experiments. Food and water was provided ad libitum. Mice were 562 housed at a 12 hour light/dark cycle. 563
Virus injections and surgical procedures. Prior to actual experiments, animals were injected 564 with AAV1-Syn-GCaMP6s (purchased from the University of Pennsylvania Vector Core). Mice 565 were anesthetized with isoflurane (initial dose 2-3% partial pressure in air, then reduction to 1-566 1.5%). A small cranial aperture was established above left somatosensory cortex (coordinates 567 from bregma: x 2,5mm, y -0,24mm, z -0,2mm) using a dental drill. A glass capillary pulled to a 568 sharp micropipette was stereotactically lowered into cortical layer 2/3. A 800nl solution of 1:1 569 diluted AAV1-Syn-GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013) was slowly injected over 5 min at a depth of 570 200 µm from the pial surface using a microinjector (World Precision Instruments). 4-5 weeks 571 after virus injection, on the day of the experiment, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (initial 572 dose 2-3% partial pressure in air, then reduction to 1.0%). A small flap of skin above the skull 573 was removed and a titanium head plate with a central foramen (7x7mm) was attached to theskull with dental cement above the left hemisphere (Fig 1a) . Then, a small craniotomy similar to 575 previous descriptions (Miller et al., 2014 ) was carried out. Specifically, posterior to the virus 576 injection site, the skull was circularly thinned using a dental drill until a small piece (circa 2mm in 577 diameter) of skull could be removed effortlessly with fine forceps. advanced into the cortex (30° angle) under visual control to a depth of around 100 µm beneath 598 the pial surface. The pipette tip was positioned close by the imaged area (Fig. 1 A) . A referenceelectrode was positioned over the contralateral prefrontal cortex. LFP signals were amplified 600 using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA), low-pass filtered (300Hz, 601
Multiclamp 700B commander software, Axon Instruments), digitized at 1 kHz (Bruker) and 602 recorded using Prairie View Voltage Recording Software alongside with calcium imaging. For 603 induction of ictal events, another sharp glass micropipette containing 4-Aminopyridine (4-AP, 604 15mM, 0.5 µl) was slowly lowered (30° angle) into the cortex to a depth of 420-480 µm. The 605 pipette tip was positioned at a distance of around 1.5-2 mm caudally to the imaged area. Image Analysis. Cell regions of interest (ROIs) were identified in a semi-automated fashion by 613 using custom written software in MATLAB (Caltracer 3 beta, available at our laboratory website: 614 http://www.columbia.edu/cu/biology/faculty/yuste/methods.html) followed by manual 615 confirmation. Because of pronounced and synchronous fluorescence changes of surround 616 neuropil during epileptic conditions, halo subtraction procedures could lead to distortions of 617 calcium transients of individual cells. Therefore, we applied ROI shrinkage (ROI soma outline 618 minus 1.5 pixels radially), which has been successfully used to minimize bleed-in of surround 619 neuropil fluorescence (Hofer et al., 2011) . Cells with low signal to noise ratio or no apparent 620 calcium transients were excluded from further analysis. Individual cells that were lost over the 621 course of the experiment due to at times discrete axial movement of the imaged focal plane 622 during local 4-AP injection were also excluded from further analysis. Individual cell fluorescence 623 was calculated as the average across all pixels within the ROI. Spatiotemporal Clustering. In order to identify spatio-temporo-progressive network activity 637 motifs during progression of ictal activity, we ordered cell recruitment points in time (from early 638 to late recruitment) during each individual ictal event of an experiment and divided each dataset 639 into four groups (1-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, 76-100%), as previously described (Wenzel et al., 640 2017) . Then, the mean distance of cell coordinates (x,y within imaged area) of individual 641 quartiles were calculated to either the mean coordinate of the respective quartile, or the mean 642 coordinate of all recorded cells, for each seizure. Then, these distances were compared to each 643 other. If cells' recruitment time points are similar and cells cluster spatially, their distance to the 644 mean coordinate of their respective quartile should be significantly shorter than the mean 645 distance to the mean coordinate of all cells which are distributed over the entire field of view 646 (Suppl. Fig. 2 C) . 647
State Space. We sought to parsimoniously describe multicellular network dynamics in a lower 648 rank subspace amenable to visual display and linear comparisons. We calculated a principle
